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Fig. S1. Recording approach in the anesthetized ferret. (G, H) . Across visual and auditory areas, both types of multisensory effects were observed. The subadditive effects were dominant in both sensory systems, in particular at low frequencies. Interestingly, the percentage of sites that showed supraadditive multisensory effects was not frequency dependent (P > 0.4 in both cases).
Fig. S4. Topography of response power changes for sustained and transient stimuli. (A)
The first to third column show the mean power distribution for unimodal ripples (first column), unimodal drifting Gabors (second column) and the bimodal stimulus (third column).
Increase of total power was derived as LFP inc = (LFP st -LFP pre )/LFP pre , with LFP st and LFP pre being the average power between 100 and 600 ms (relative to stimulus onset) and -600 to -100 ms, respectively. The fourth column displays the mean difference between bimodal power increase and the sum of the unimodal responses. The multisensory effects, defined as the difference in power AV-A-V were calculated first for each animal and then averaged across animals. Regions where this difference was not significantly higher or lower than zero were masked. Rows represent the frequency bands as defined in Methods. (B) The first to third column show the mean power distribution for unimodal clicks (first column), unimodal flashes (second column) and the bimodal stimulus (third column). The fourth column displays the mean difference between bimodal power increase and the sum of the unimodal responses. 
